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Abstract
We characterize the initial terms under a diagonal term order of the supersymmetric Schur=Weyl
module SD(V−  V+) associated to a row-convex shape D. We show the biwords correspond-
ing to the initial terms of SD are closed under dual-Knuth equivalence and that the recording
tableaux for these words are decomposable in the sense of Reiner and Shimozono (J. Algebra,
174 (1995) 489{522). We consider the natural action of bases of SD in which the elements
have distinct initial terms on a generalization of the bases of Reiner and Shimozono (J. Algebra,
174 (1995) 489{522) and show this action is given by a unitriangular matrix. c© 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Resume
On caracterise les termes initiaux (selon un ordre diagonal des termes) du module de Schur=
Weyl supersymetrique SD(V−  V+) associe a une forme D convexe par lignes. On demontre
que l’ensemble des bimots associes aux termes initiaux de SD est ferme sous l’equivalence de
Knuth duale et que les tableaux associes a ces mots sont decomposables au sens de Reiner and
Shimozono [10].
On considere l’action naturelle des bases de SD pour lesquelles les elements ont des termes
initiaux distincts sur une generalisation des bases decrites dans [10], et on demontre que cette
action peut s’ecrire par une matrice uni-triangulaire. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
Representations of GLn associated to \generalized shapes" were introduced in [1]
and their theory has been developed signicantly in [6{13].
Diagonal term orders were used in [17] to provide a short proof of the independence
half of the standard basis theorem for the irreducible representations of GLn associated
to the rectangular partition shapes. This method also appears implicitly in [21] which
essentially characterizes the initial terms of the GLn-representations constructed from
\almost skew" shapes.
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In this paper, we generalize these results on initial terms to the class of all row-convex
shapes and study the behavior of initial terms with respect to the Robinson{Schensted{
Knuth algorithm. This behavior is identical to that of the row-reading word in the bases
of Reiner and Shimozono [10] associated with the column-convex shapes. We gener-
alize those denitions to the supersymmetric case and show that a unitriangular matrix
gives the natural action on these bases by any basis, for the row-convex transpose
shape, whose elements have distinct initial terms.
2. Combinatorial preliminaries
Throughout this paper, a shape is considered to be a subset of Z+Z+. The top row
has rst coordinate 1 and the leftmost column has second coordinate 1. A row-convex
shape, such as
;
is essentially a shape with no gaps in any row. In particular, if cells (r; i) and (r; k)
are in a shape D, then (r; j) is in D, for all i< j<k. Since the constructions we will
be using are not sensitive to the order of rows in a diagram, we assume that the rows
of a row-convex diagram are sorted so that higher rows end at least as far to the
right as lower rows.
Most of our results hold for signed tableaux, i.e. diagrams whose cells are lled
with letters chosen from some ordered set L, usually called an alphabet, in which each
element is accorded either a positive or a negative sign. This signature is independent
of the order on the letters. The subset of positively (respectively negatively) signed
elements isL+ (L−). We need to generalize the notions of strict and weak inequalities
to take signs into account. Thus for a; b 2L, write a<+ b if a<b or a= b and both
are positively signed. Similarly, write a<− b if a<b or a= b and both are negative.
A tableau of shape D is termed Deruyts if it is obtained by lling each cell in the
diagram with the cell’s column index viewed as a negative letter. We denote such a
tableau by Der−(D). Similarly, if each cell is lled with a positive letter indexing that
cell’s row, then we have dened the tableaux Der+(D). For example, we have
Der− =
3−4−
1− 3−4−
3−
1−
and Der+ =
1+1+
2+ 2+2+
3+
4+
:
In handling signed tableaux, we use a simple modication of the Robinson{Schen-
sted{Knuth (RSK) row insertion algorithm (see e.g. [14] for the usual RSK). Ordinary
RSK acts on a biword, w = (w^; w) by row inserting w from the left and recording
insertions by corresponding entries of w^. Since it produces column-strict semistandard
tableau a given letter will not bump another instance of that letter during the insertion
process. In the signed version, this is how positively signed letters behave. We require
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an inserted negatively signed letter to bump other copies of itself. For example, inserting
w = 1−2+2+1− gives successively
1− ! 1
−2+ ! 1
−2+2+ ! 1
−2+2+
1−
:
Before performing the signed insertion algorithm, we require a biword w to be
sorted; namely its upper row weakly increases and w^i = w^i+1 implies that wi<+ wi+1
for w^i positive and wi −> wi+1 for w^i negative. If w is sorted, dene Pr(w) be the row
insertion tableau of w and Qr(w) be its row recording tableau.
Let sort(w) be the unique sorted biword, if such exists, whose columns are a per-
mutation of the the columns of w. If no such sorted biword exists, then let sort(w)=0.
Observe that sort( 1
−1−
2+2+) = 0
For example, if the top of the rst (respectively second) biword below consists of
positive (negative) letters, then
sort

211343
121132

=
112334
121123
and sort

211343
121132

=
112334
211213
:
Denition 2.1. The modied column word, wT , of a tableau T consists of the elements
of column 1 of T permuted into reverse order followed by the elements of column 2
in reverse order, etc. The modied column biword, wT associated to a tableau T of
shape D is (w^; w) = (wDer−(D); wT ).
We state the expected results concerning distinguishing letters.
Denition 2.2. We work with a new unsigned alphabet L0 := fx0; x00; x000; : : : j x 2Lg:
Denote the ith copy of x by xfig. Order L0 by xfig6yfjg when x<y and xfig6xfjg
when i< j.
Dene a function dist from words in L to words in L0 by distinguishing the letters;
if a letter x appears in w say n> 0 times then in dist(w) the length n subsequence
xx    x of w has been replaced by x0x00    xfng if x is positive or xfng    x00x0 if x is
negative. Dene dist0(w) to be an unsigned version of dist that treats all letters as if
they were positive.
For example, we have dist(1−2+1−1−3+2+) = 1−
000
2+
0
1−
00
1−
0
3+
0
2+
00
.
Finally, dene a monoid homomorphism, forget, from words in L0 to words in L
by requiring that forget(xfig) = x for all i and all x2L.
Denition 2.3. The operation dist extends to a sorted biword v by dening dist(v) to
be (dist0(v^), dist( v)).
We extend forget to biwords by setting forget(v) = (forget(v^), forget( v)).
The following propositions are evident from the above denitions and basic proper-
ties of the Robinson{Schensted algorithm.
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Proposition 2.4. Given a sorted signed biword; w; the insertion and recording tableaux
resulting from inserting w are the same as the insertion and recording tableaux ob-
tained by inserting w0 = dist(w) and then ‘forgetting’ the distinguishing marks.
Furthermore; Pr(w0) and Qr(w0) can be recovered from Qr(w) and Pr(w); respec-
tively; by making copies of a negative letter increase as they appear in rows from top
to bottom and by making copies of a positive letter increase from left to right.
Proposition 2.5. Given a sorted signed biword w the insertion and recording tableaux
resulting from inserting w are standard. (That is columns (<−)-increase downwards
and rows <+ increase to the right.)
Dene the Knuth-equivalence relation $ on length 3 words containing distinct letters
i< j<k by j; i; k $ j; k; i and k; i; j $ i; k; j. If two longer words dier only in a
length 3 consecutive subword and these subwords are Knuth equivalent, then so are
the longer words. In general, Knuth equivalence is dened as the transitive closure of
these relations. Recall that if w; v are words on distinct letters, then Pr(w) = Pr(v) i
w $ v.
Because inverting a sorted biword reverses its P and Q tableaux, two words without
repeated letters have the same Q tableaux (are dual-Knuth equivalent, written $) when
their lower words are equivalent under the transitive closure of the following relations
on not necessarily consecutive subsequences:
j; j − 1; j + 1 $ j + 1; j − 1; j j; j + 1; j − 1 $ j − 1; j + 1; j: (1)
Let v;w be sorted biwords (with the same upper word). They are dened to be Knuth
(dual-Knuth) equivalent i dist( v), dist( w) are Knuth (dual-Knuth) equivalent. By
Proposition 2.4 this denition is equivalent to the insertion (recording) tableaux for
v, w being identical. We will need the following result.
Lemma 2.6. Suppose w is a sorted biword. Let w0=dist(w) and let v0 be the inverted
biword sort(( w0; w^0)). The word; v; obtained by forgetting distinguishing marks in v0
is also a sorted biword.
3. Algebraic preliminaries
Write the symmetric and exterior Z-algebras associated to a set L as Sym(L) and
(L). Similarly, the symmetric and exterior Q-algebras associated to L are SymQ(L)
and Q(L). The algebra Div(x) of divided powers of a variable x is the commutative
Z-algebra generated by all symbols x(i) and satisfying the relations x(i)x(j) =( i+ji )x
(i+j).
This is isomorphic to the Z-subalgebra of Q[x] generated by xi=i!. Similarly, the divided
powers algebra of a set L is the Z-subalgebra of SymQ(L) generated by all x
i=i! for
all x 2L.
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On a signed set L, dene a function j j :L! Z2 taking positively signed elements
to 0 and negatively signed elements to 1.
For alphabets L and P, dene SuperQ(L) to be SymQ(L
+)⊗Q(L−). Dene the
\letter-place" algebra, Super([LjP]), to be the Z-subalgebra of SuperQ(fxa;dga2L;d2P)
generated by all xa;d and by all xia;d=i! with a; d 2 L+, i 2 N, and jxa;dj = jaj + jdj.
This algebra is naturally isomorphic to (L−P+UL+P−)⊗Sym(L−P−)⊗
Div(L+ P+). Following Grosshans, Rota and Stein [4], we write the elements xa;d
of Super([LjP]) as the signed variables (ajd), and we dene the biproduct:
Denition 3.1. Given sequences w=w1; : : : ; wk 2L and v=v1; : : : ; vk 2P, dene (wjv)=
(w1; : : : ; wk jv1; : : : ; vk) =
P
2Sk (−1)n(w(1)jv1)    (w(k)jvk) where n =#f(i; j) : i< j;
−1(i)>−1(j), wi; wj are negativeg+ #f(i; j): i> j and w(i); vj are negativeg.
If w is a sequence in A for some signed set A, typically L, P, or L P, then
we dene c(w)! to be
Q
i2A+ (# times i appears in w)!.
Call a monomial M =
Q
i(lijpi) 2 SuperQ([LjP]) sorted when the biword (p1p2 :::l1l2 ::: )
is sorted. Super([LjP]) is a free Z-module with basis consisting of the divided
powers monomials f(1=c(M)!)Mg for all sorted monomials M 2SuperQ([LjP]).
Here c(M)! = c((l1jp1); (l2jp2); : : :)!. We dene 	 to be the bijection from sorted
biwords to nonzero monomials dened by
	−1
 Y
i
(lijpi)
!
= sort

p1p2p3 : : :
l1l2l3 : : :

:
Dene a function Tab(wjv) when w (respectively v) is a k-tuple of letters in L(P)
by
Tab(w1; : : : ; wk jv1; : : : ; wk) 1c(w)!c(v)! (−1)
#f(i; j):i>j;wi2L− ; vj2P−g(wjv):
Observe that if w1<+w2<+   <+wk and v1<+v2<+   <+vk , then the basis element
(1=c(
Q
i(wijvi))!)
Q
i(wijvi) appears with coecient 1. Further, suppose S and T are
tableaux of the same shape. Let the word Si be the ith row of S and let Ti be the ith
row of T . Dene [SjT ] =Qi Tab(SijTi).
We order monomials in Super([LjP]) by a generalized diagonal term order, a total
order  on monomials in Super([LjP]) such that
1. For monomials m;m0; n; n0, the relations m  m0 and n  n0 imply that mn  m0n0
or mn= 0 or m0n0 = 0.
2. The smallest monomial in a nonzero biproduct (i1; : : : ; ik jj1; : : : ; jk) with i1<+   <+ik
and j1<+   <+ jk is
Q
l(iljjl).
It is easy to see that such orders exist | see [19] for details.
Denition 3.2. Given p 2 Super([LjP]) and an order  on monomials, dene the
initial monomial init(p) of p to be the smallest monomial appearing in p.
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Sometimes the phrase ‘initial term’ will be used when the coecient of the initial
monomial is to be included. In this paper, all orders applied to the monomials of
Super([LjP]) will be diagonal term orders. They will usually be written  or diag.
Suppose T has shape D. The smallest monomial appearing in the polynomial [T ] :=
[T jDer−(D)] usually determines the modied column word of T .
Proposition 3.3. If T is a tableau whose rows (<+)-increase and whose columns con-
tain no repeated positive letters; then (under the bijection 	) the modied column
biword wT is the initial monomial of [T ].
Explicitly, if [T ] above is
Q
i Tab(wi;ci; 1 ; wi;ci; 2 ; : : : ; wi;ci; li jci;1; ci;2; : : : ; ci; li), then the
initial term, up to sign, of [T ] is
Q
i; j (wi;ci; j jci; j). For arbitrary choices of (<+)-increasing
words, wi and ci, and when M=
Q
i; j (wi;ci; j jci; j) 6= 0, the initial term is an integer times
(1=c(M)!)M .
A free Z-module F is signed when it has two distinguished free submodules F0 and
F1 whose direct sum is F . Elements of F0 and F1 are called homogeneous and jxj= i
for x 2 Fi.
Following Scheunert [15], we call a free signed Z-module a Lie superalgebra when
it is endowed with a superbracket [ ; ] satisfying the commutativity relation,
[x; y] =−(−1)jxkyj[y; x]
for homogeneous elements x; y and the super-analogue of the Jacobi identity
(−1)jakcj[a; [b; c]] + (−1)jakbj[b; [c; a]] + (−1)jbkcj[c; [a; b]] = 0
for homogeneous elements a; b; c.
For any signed alphabet, L, the general linear Lie superalgebra plL, as used in [2],
is the vector space (over Q) with basis Ea;b for a; b 2L, where jEa;bj= jaj+ jbj and
the bracket is
[Ea;b; Ec;d] = b;cEa;d − (−1)(jaj+jbj)(jcj+jdj)d;aEc;b:
Technically, to make the following results characteristic free, we should work over
U (plL), the Z-subalgebra of the universal enveloping algebra of plL generated by
all Ea;b, by Eia;b=i! for all a 6= b of the same sign and all i 2 N, and by all (Ea; ai ), for
i 2 N. In practice, it will suce to restrict attention to the action of elements Ea;b,
a; b 2L. These elements act as superderivations.
A (left) superderivation D is a Z-linear endomorphism of Super([LjP]) such that
for p; q homogeneous in Super([LjP]), the identity D(pq) = (Dp)q+ (−1)jpjp(Dq)
holds for some xed  2 Z2. This  is the sign of D. A right superderivation R is
dened similarly; the Leibniz rule generalizes to (pq)R= (−1)jRkqj(pR)q+ p(qR).
We dene the letter polarization Da;b : Super([LjP]) ! Super([LjP]) to be
the superderivation such that Da;b(cjp) = b;c(ajp). Similarly, let the place polariza-
tion a;bR : Super([LjP]) ! Super([LjP]) be the right superderivation such that
(ljc)a;bR = c;a(ljb).
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Proposition 3.4. The map Ea;b 7! Da;b; (Ea;b 7! a;bR) provides a (right) representa-
tion of U (plL) (U (plP)) acting on Super([LjP]).
An easy calculation checking the action of El1 ;l2 and Ep1 ;p2 on monomials in
Super([LjP]) veries that the actions of U (glL) and U (glP) on Super([LjP])
commute.
The complicated sign rule for calculating biproducts is justied by the following
easily veried result: Let l1; : : : ; lk 2L and p1; : : : ; pk 2 P and suppose a 2L+ and
b 2 P+ are distinct from the li’s and pj’s. The expression
Dl1 ;aDl2 ;a   Dlk ;a((ajb)k =k!)b;p1R b;p2R   b;pk R
=Dl1 ;aDl2 ;a   Dlk ;a(ajp1)(ajp2)    (ajpk)
evaluates to (l1; l2; : : : ; lk jp1; p2; : : : ; pk).
4. The straight basis theorem and a characterization of initial terms
We will dene our primary objects of study, the super-Schur modules, as
Z-submodules of a letterplace algebra.
Denition 4.1. Suppose that T is a tableau of shape D. Suppose that L contains the
set of letters present in T and that P− contains the indices for all columns present in
D. Dene [T ] 2 Super([LjP]) by [T ] = Tab[T jDer−(D)].
For example, let L=L− = fa; b; c; d; e; fg and let P=P− = f1; 2; 3g. Let
T =
a d
b c e
f
:
Then [T ] = (adj23)(bcej123)(fj2) e.g.:
[T ] = det

(dj2) (dj3)
(aj2) (aj3)

det
0
@ (ej1) (ej2) (ej3)(cj1) (cj2) (cj3)
(bj1) (bj2) (bj3)
1
A (fj2):
In the case that L is negative (respectively positive) then SD(L) is called the
Schur (respectively Weyl) module associated with the diagram D.
For example, the Weyl module of shape on positive letters a; b is spanned by
a a a
b

;

a a b
b

;

b b b
a

;

a b b
b

;

a a b
a

;

a b b
a

:
The straight tableaux are dened for sorted row-convex shapes by slightly relaxing
the familiar condition that in a standard tableau, entries must increase down columns.
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Denition 4.2. A row-convex tableau is called straight if
1. Rows are row-standard | their contents <+ -increase from left to right, and
2. Given two cells in the same column, say (i; k) and (j; k) for i< j, the number in
the top cell, (i; k), may be (+>)-larger than the number in (j; k) (i.e. the cells form
an inversion) only if cell (i; k − 1) exists and its content is (−>)-larger than the
content of (j; k).
A violation of condition 2 is called a ippable inversion. This denition amounts to
requiring that the columns are as close as possible to (<−)-increasing, subject to the
condition that the rows remain (<+)-increasing. It is an easy lemma that the straight
tableaux of skew shape with only positively signed letters are the usual semistandard
Young tableaux. We collect some results concerning straight tableaux. See [19,20] for
proofs.
Proposition 4.3. If T and T 0 are straight tableaux of the same shape; then T 6= T 0
implies wT 6= wT 0 .
Applying Proposition 3.3 to this result proves the independence half of the following
basis theorem.
Theorem 4.4. Given a row-convex shape D; the set of all straight tableaux of shape
D on letters in an alphabet L indexes a basis for SD(L). The basis element indexed
by T is given by [T ].
The spanning result is proved in [19,20] by a straightening algorithm that repeat-
edly expands two-rowed subtableaux in terms of other such tableaux with longer
non-modied column word. We sketch the fact that the two-rowed case of Theorem
4.4 implies the full version: Repeated expansion terminates since the proof of Proposi-
tion 4.3 shows that given a tableau S in the straight basis expansion of a row-standard
tableau T , we have wS>wT and at least one of the ordinary and modied column
words for S is strictly bigger than that for T .
In light of Proposition 4.3, the remark after Proposition 3.3, and the fact that the
standard bitableaux form a basis for SD(L) when D is a skew shape, the following
suces to prove Theorem 4.4 for two-rowed tableaux.
Proposition 4.5. The number of standard tableaux of partition shape (1; 2−m) with
given content equals the number of straight tableaux of shape (1; 2)=(0; m) with the
same content.
We will describe a content preserving map pushright (and its inverse pushleft) from
standard tableaux of shape (1; 2 − m) to straight tableau of shape (1; 2)=(0; m).
Dene pushright on standard tableau by a three-step algorithm:
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Step 1: Take the rightmost cell of the bottom row. Its target position will be column
2. Slide this cell right so long as the (<−)-increasing property of columns is preserved,
or until the cell has reached its target position.
Take the next rightmost cell. Slide it right, as above, towards target position 2− 1;
here we also stop before reaching the rightmost cell. Continue in this vein: : :
Step 2: Flip the content of any cell not in its target position with the content of the
cell immediately above it.
Step 3: Slide all cells directly to their target positions.
Example: Here m=2, =(9; 8); the signed alphabet is f0; : : : ; 8g in the usual order.
0− 1− 2+ 2+ 3− 4+ 4+ 6− 8
0− 2+ 3− 4+ 5 6− 7!
0− 1− 2+ 2+ 3− 4+ 4+ 6− 8
0− 2+ 3− 4+ 5 6− 7!
7! 0
− 2+ 2+ 3− 4+ 4+ 4+ 6− 8
0− 1− 2+ 3− 5 6−
7! 0
− 2+ 2+ 3− 4+ 4+ 4+ 6− 8
0− 1− 2+ 3− 5 6−
Proof (that pushright produces straight tableaux). After step 2 ends the top row and
the bottom row will still be row standard, i.e. ordered by <+ . To see this, consider a
typical tableau appearing at the end of step 1,
: : : t u v : : : w x : : :
: : : a b : : : c : : :
:
Here a; b; : : : ; c is the content of a block of nonempty cells not in target position. By
assumption a−>u hence a> t, for a in column 1, ignore t. Additionally c<+ x since
if not, c would have been slid under x (or further right) in step 1. Thus, the tableau
: : : t a b : : : c x : : :
: : : u v : : : w : : :
:
is still row standard. The bottom row (<+)-increases by the following: If yz is a column
whose bottom cell is in target position, then z −> y. Since y +>    +>x +>w,
we are done.
Since step 2 only ips those columns that are not ush right, the columns that are
ush right still have (bottom value) −> (topvalue) and thus do not violate straightness.
The bottom cells that are not at their target will form inversions, but since step 3 will
move each of them right by at least one, these inversions will not end up being
ippable.
The algorithm dening pushright is invertible at each step. Explicitly, this is accom-
plished by pushleft, dened below:
Step 1: Take the leftmost cell in the bottom row. If its content is (−>)-bigger than
the content of the cell above it, go on to Step 2. Otherwise, slide this cell to the left
as long as its content stays (<−)-smaller. Continue with the next cell.
Step 2: Flip the contents of the cells that moved with those of the cells above them.
Step 3: Slide all cells in the bottom row ush left.
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Proof (that pushleft produces standard tableaux). Step 2 preserves row standardness:
Consider a section of the tableau
: : : u v w : : : x y : : :
: : : a b : : : c : : :
:
produced by step 1 in which there are no missing letters in the sequence a; b; : : : ; c.
If a is in column 1, ignore u. Assume that c is not in column 2. Thus c<− x<+ y.
Further, u<+a since otherwise step 1 would have placed a further left than underneath
v. Since the content of any non-moving cell is bigger than x, conclude that
: : : u a b : : : c y : : :
: : : v w : : : x : : :
is row standard.
Suppose column i of the input tableau consists of xiyi with yi <xi, then step 1
of the algorithm moves yi to a column strictly left of i. Thus the ips in step 2
remove all inversions. Step 3 maintains the lack of inversions hence the output tableau
is standard.
Theorem 4.6. The function pushright is a content-preserving bijection from standard
tableau of shape (1; 2 − m) to straight tableau of shape (1; 2)=(0; m). Its inverse
is pushleft.
Proof. It suces to show that step 1 of each algorithm reverses step 3 of the other.
Step 3 of pushleft followed by step 1 of pushright is the identity: After step 2 of
pushleft, no element y in the bottom row and left of 2 can be moved into an empty
space to its right while preserving the fact that y is not involved in an inversion, since
a tableau like
: : : x z : : :
: : : y : : :
came from
: : : y z : : :
: : : x : : :
;
and hence y<+ z. This is precisely the condition that step 1 of pushright reestablishes.
It follows similarly that step 3 of pushright followed by step 1 of pushleft is the
identity: The tableau formed by parts 1 and 2 of pushright satises the following: (1)
if a column i is xiyi and xi
−> yi then yi cannot be moved left while preserving this
property. That is xi−1<+yi. (2) if a two-celled column, i, does not contain an inversion
then there is no one-element column between i and 2 inclusive. Step 3 of pushright
sweeps this bottom row into columns m + 1 : : : 2 while maintaining their order and
step 1 of pushleft simply spreads the bottom row back out so that it satises the above
conditions.
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Remark. Pushright is also accomplished by moving elements one at a time in the
bottom row. Take the rightmost element and move it right as long as it does not
form an inversion. When it stops, ip it with the element above and then move that
element to its target. Since interchanging adjacent columns in this manner preserves
the Knuth-equivalence class of three letter modied column words, we have
Proposition 4.7. The bijections pushright and pushleft preserve the Knuth-equivalence
classes of the modied column word.
Considering instead dual-Knuth equivalence, we will show the following.
Proposition 4.8. Let D be row-convex and x a diagonal term order on Super([LjP]).
The set of biwords corresponding via 	−1 to the initial terms of SD(L) is dual-Knuth
closed.
A sorted biword w is said to be D-realizable if there exists a (shape D) row-standard
tableau T such that wT = w. By Proposition 4.3, T can be taken to be straight.
We record a useful ‘standardization’ lemma:
Denition 4.9. Given a biword w and a biword w0 = dist(w), abuse notation and call
w0 D-realizable when the biword (forget(w^0); w0) is D-realizable.
Lemma 4.10. Let D be a row-convex diagram. Let w be a biword. Let w0=dist(w).
The biword w is D-realizable i (forget(w^0); w0) is D-realizable.
Proof. Suppose D has k rows, then a D-realization of a biword w is equivalent to
writing w as a disjoint union of k subwords r1; : : : ; rk such that ri is (<+)-increasing and
r^i equals the ith row of Der−(D). Since distinguishing w replaces sequences of a given
negative letter in w by a decreasing sequence of distinguished copies of that letter,
a subword of w is <+ -increasing i the same subword in w0 is strictly (equivalently
<+) increasing. Hence a D-realization of w is a D-realization of (forget(w^0); w0).
Proposition 4.8 is now immediate from the following proposition and the fact, im-
plied by Theorem 4.4 together with Proposition 4.3 that finit(p) : p 2SDg=f	(w) :
w is D-realizableg.
Proposition 4.11. Let D be a row-convex shape. The set of D-realizable sorted bi-
words is closed under dual-Knuth equivalence.
Proof. It suces to prove the result for distinct letters in the lower word.
We show that if w has a D-realization T , then after applying any of relations (1), the
resulting word has a D-realization T1. View a dual-Knuth move as giving a permutation
T2 of the entries of T . We show we can form T1 (necessarily row-standard) from some
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column-stabilizing permutation of the entries of T2. If the letters j − 1; j; j + 1 appear
in distinct rows of T then the result is immediate. They cannot all appear in the
same row since row-standardness would prevent the dual-Knuth moves from applying.
Suppose precisely two of j − 1; j; j + 1 appear in the same row. By row-convexity
they are in adjacent columns. If the entries appear in three dierent columns then
the dual-Knuth permutations all preserve row-standardness. We are left to check that
dual-Knuth moves take row-standard tableaux to other row-standard tableaux with the
same modied column words as follows,
1 3
2
$ 1 2
3
;
1 3
2
$ 2 3
1
;
1 2
3
$ 2 3
1
and
2 3
1
$ 1 2
3
:
Here (since j − 1; j; j + 1 are adjacent) we have omitted all entries not involved in
the dual-Knuth moves, disregarded the order of the rows involved, and replaced j − 1
with 1, j with 2, and j + 1 with 3.
In light of the preceding results, one can ask how to tell, given only the recording
tableau Qr(w) whether w was D-realizable. The answer is provided by the notion, rst
introduced in [10], of decomposability for recording tableaux.
Denition 4.12. A pseudo-horizontal strip in a tableau T is a subset of the cells of
T with at most one cell per column such that the contents of the subset <+ -increase
from left to right.
Denition 4.13. A tableau Q is row-D-decomposable if there exists a sequence
(s1; s2; : : : ; sk) of pseudo-horizontal strips in Q whose disjoint union equals Q and such
that the content of si is the content of the ith row of Der−(D). Such a set is called a
row D-decomposition of Q.
Theorem 4.14. A sorted biword w is the modied column word of a shape D straight
tableau i Qr(w) is row-D-decomposable.
Corollary 4.15. A monomial M in Super([LjP]) is in finit(p): p2SD(L)g i
Qr(	−1(M)) is D-decomposable.
Before proving the theorem, we establish a lemma (essentially implicit in Theorem 14
of Reiner and Shimozono [10]). Let D be any row-convex shape. Let Q be a standard
partition-shaped tableau with the same content as Der−(D). Let wQ be the column
biword of Q. Let w0Q =dist(wQ). Let v
0
Q = sort(( w
0
Q; w^
0
Q)). Finally, let vQ = forget(v
0
Q).
Since Pr(wQ) = Q we conclude, by Proposition 2.4 (and the fact that inverting a
permutation switches P and Q), that Qr(vQ) = Q.
Lemma 4.16. Preserving the immediately preceding denitions; there exists a bijec-
tion between D-realizations of vQ and row-D-decompositions of Q.
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Proof. Let k be the number of rows in D. A row-D-decomposition of Q is equivalent
to a decomposition of wQ into k disjoint subwords (interleaving allowed), s1; : : : ; sk
such that the upper and lower words of each si (<+)-increase and such that si equals
the ith row of Der−(D). This is equivalent to a decomposition of w0Q into disjoint
subwords, s0i such that the upper and lower word of s
0
i strictly increase and forget( s
0
i)
is the ith row of Der−(D). This decomposition is equivalent (after inverting w0Q and
sorting it) to a decomposition of v0Q into r
0
i which again strictly increase in their upper
and lower words and such that forget(r^0i) is the ith row of Der
−(D). But this is the
same as specifying a D-realization of v0Q (recall Denition 4.9) which we have seen
in the proof of Lemma 4.10 to be equivalent to specifying a D-realization of vQ.
Remark. The preceding proposition enables us to identify the decompositions corre-
sponding to straight D-realizations.
Proof of Theorem 4.14. By Proposition 4.11, it suces to show that from each stan-
dard tableau Q with the same content as Der−(D), one can construct a biword, w, such
that Qr(w) = Q and such that w is the modied column word of a shape D straight
tableau i Q is row-D-decomposable. But the proof of Lemma 4.16 says it suces to
choose w= sort( wQwDer−(D) ).
5. Dual actions
Let D be a row-convex shape and let ~D be its transpose. We establish a concrete
algebraic relationship between the supersymmetric version of the Reiner{Shimozono
basis [10,16] of decomposable tableaux for the Weyl module of shape ~D and the
straight basis for the Schur module of shape D. The main result below says that lling
the decomposable tableaux with entries from a basis of V and lling the straight
tableaux with entries from a dual basis, the matrix for the action, by a natural bilinear
form h ; iD, of the straight basis on the decomposable basis is unitriangular. This result
holds if the straight tableaux are replaced by any basis with the same initial terms. In
the case of almost skew diagrams this covers all bases considered in [21]. All of the
results presented below work for super-Schur modules, so we rst establish the above
bilinear form and show that it is invariant under plL-action.
We start by recalling an invariant bilinear form on Super([LjP])Super([LjP]).
For an alphabet L; plL acts on Super([LjP]) by Ea;b 7! Da;b. We dene the dual,
L, of an alphabet L and the action of plL on Super([LjP]):
Denition 5.1. Given L, let L = faja 2Lg; jaj= jaj+ 1, and a6b i a6b.
Given a; b 2 L, dene Ea;b on Super1([LjP]) by
Ea;b(cjx) =
−(−1)jbkcj(bjx) =− (−1)(jaj+jbj)jcj(bjx) if a= c;
0 otherwise:
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Extend the action of Ea;b to Super([LjP]) by requiring it to be a left superderivation
(with sign (−1)jaj+jbj). Dene a right action of plP on Super([LjP]) in the same
fashion. The actions of plL and plP on Super([LjP]) commute.
Following [4], a bilinear form h ; i satisfying Laplace-type expansion identities may
be dened on Super([LjP])Super([LjP). In particular, the bilinear form satises
the equations
huv; wi=
X
(w)
(−1)jvkw(1)jhu; w(1)ihv; w(2)i;
hu; vwi=
X
(u)
(−1)ju(2)kvjhu(1); vihu(2); wi;
h(ajx); (bjy)i= (−1)jxkbja;bx;y:
The coproduct (w)=
P
(w) w(1)⊗w(2) is dened to be
Q
i (1⊗wi+wi⊗1) when each
wi is a single letterplace and w =
Q
i wi. It extends as an algebra homomorphisms to
the whole superalgebra. Multiplication of homogeneous elements in Super([LjP]) ⊗
Super([LjP]) is dened by (u⊗ v)(w ⊗ z) = (−1)jvkwjuw ⊗ vz.
By Proposition 4:3:1 of Taylor [19] h ; i is invariant in the sense of Scheunert [15,
3.46].
Proposition 5.2. For L = Ea;b; and r; s homogeneous in; respectively; Super(LjP);
and Super([LjP]); we nd hLr; si+ (−1)jLkrjhr; Lsi= 0.
Suppose that L = L− or L = L+. Then the general linear Lie superalgebra
plL equals the general linear Lie algebra gl(L) and Proposition 5.2 says that the
Grosshans{Rota{Stein inner product is invariant in the usual sense of a Lie algebra
action. Further, when L=L− and P=P+, Super([LjP]) and Super([LjP]) are
exterior algebras and
*
nY
i=1
(xi jyi );
nY
i=1
(lijpi)
+
=
8><
>:
c(−1)( n2 ) if
nY
i=1
(xijyi) = c
nY
i=1
(lijpi); c =1;
0 otherwise:
Let ~D denote the transpose of a shape D (i.e. view D as a 0=1 matrix and transpose
it). As a submodule of Super([LjP]), the Z-module S ~D(L) inherits a U (plL)-
representation structure. We dene an invariant bilinear form h ; iD on S ~D(L) 
SD(L). Fix a shape D. Let ci be the number of cells in column i of D. Let f1; 2; 3; : : :g
P−(f1; 2; 3; : : :gP+) be the column (respectively row) indices in Der−(D)
(Der+( ~D)). Dene a U (plL)-equivariant map  ~D : Super
c([LjP])  S ~D(L)
by  ~D =
Q
i
Qci
j=1 Ei ; ai;j ; R where ai; j is the jth element in column i of Der
+( ~D)
and where Superc([LjP]) is the submodule of elements whose terms each contain
exactly ci copies of i.
We dene hp; riD to be h−1~D (p); ri. The following makes h ; iD well-dened:
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Proposition 5.3. Given q 2 ker( ~D) and r 2SD(L); we have hq; ri= 0.
Proof. Choose q and r with xed content, a forteriori homogeneous. Any such
r 2SD(L) is  ~D(s) for some s 2 Super([LjP]). But hq; ~D(s)i = 0 i
h ~D(q); si= 0 which follows from q 2 ker( ~D).
Denition 5.4. For a tableau T of shape D with entries in L, dene ~T , of transpose
shape ~D with entries in L, by transposing T and ‘starring’ each entry. Make ~ an
involution by dening a = a.
Proposition 5.3 says that h[T ]; [ ~T 1]iD =h[T jDer+(D)]; [ ~T 1jDer−( ~D)]i.
Before showing that straight bases act compatibly on the generalized Reiner{
Shimozono basis, I introduce the following (misuse of) notation.
Denition 5.5. A signed row-standard tableaux T of column convex shape D is de-
composable when Qr(w ~T ) is row- ~D-decomposable.
By Theorem 4.14, this is equivalent to the existence of a row-stabilizing permutation
of T such that the columns of the permuted tableau (−>)-increase.
Thus for D a row-convex shape, the decomposable tableaux on L of shape ~D are
in natural bijection with the straight tableaux of shape D on L | the usual row-word
of a decomposable tableau equals, after un-ing each letter, the modied column word
of the corresponding straight tableau.
Theorem 5.6. Order the decomposable tableaux of shape ~D by lexicographic order
on their row-words. Order the straight tableaux of shape D by lexicographic order
on their modied column words. If Si is the ith straight tableau and ~T j the jth
decomposable tableau under the above order; then the matrix
(h[Si]; [ ~T j]iD is upper
triangular with 1’s on the diagonal.
The proof will involve following notion of an interpolant adopted from Grosshans
et al. [4].
Denition 5.7. A pair of tableaux (R; T ) of the same shape is said to be interpolated by
a matrix S if the contents of the rows of R agree with the contents of the respective
rows of S and if the contents of the columns of S agree with the contents of the
respective columns of T .
Proposition 5.8. If h[T jDer+(D)]; ( ~T 1jDer−( D)]i 6= 0; then T and T1 admit an inter-
polant of shape D.
Proof. Suppose that the (i; j) entry of T is wi;j, P−=f1; 2; 3; : : :g, and P+=f1; 2; : : :g.
The function h[T jDer+(D)];t i is nonzero only on the monomial
Q
(i; j)2D (w

i; jji). This
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monomial can appear in [ ~T 1jDer−(D)] only if there exists a row-stabilizing permu-
tation of ~T 1 such that, for all i; j; wi; j ends up in column i, i.e., there exists a
column-stabilizing permutation of the entries of T1 in which row i contains precisely
the wi;j. But then this permutation of T1 (necessarily of shape D) interpolates the pair
(T; T1).
Proposition 5.9. Suppose that the tableau T on L is straight of shape D and that
~T 1 on L is decomposable of shape ~D. If (T; T1) have an interpolant S; then the
modied column word of T is lexicographically smaller than the column word of T1.
If these words are equal then there is a unique interpolant.
Proof. Look at the largest letter, say x, in the rst column of T1. Suppose x appears
in row j of T1. Let y be the largest letter in the rst column of T . Suppose that y
appears in row i of T . Let z be the (i; j)th entry of S. Now since T is row-standard
and S is a (T; T1)-interpolant, y<+ z. We conclude that y<+ z<+ x. If y 6= x we are
done. Suppose y= z= x, then z has shown up in the same cell of S as of T . Iterating
this process shows that wT6wT1 and that if they are equal, the interpolant is T .
Proof of Theorem 5.6. Using Proposition 5.8, we nd that the rst half of
Proposition 5.9 gives the triangularity property in Theorem 5.6. The second half of
Proposition 5.9, together with the proof of Proposition 5.8, shows that the diagonal
contains only 1’s.
Corollary 5.10. Let D be a row-convex shape. Choose a basis B for SD(L) such
that the initial terms are distinct. Ordering the elements Bi 2 B by lexicographic
order on the biwords associated to their initial terms and again ordering decomposable
tableaux ~T j of shape ~D by their row words; we nd that the matrix (hBi; [ ~T j]i) is
upper triangular.
6. A conjecture on tableaux and initial terms
In closing, we remark that just as column-standardness needed to be sacriced to
dene the straight tableaux (while maintaining row-standardness), it is impossible to
signicantly generalize the class of shapes for which one has a basis while preserv-
ing both row-standardness of the indexing tableaux and giving these tableaux modied
column words which correspond to initial terms, i.e., for more general shapes, the
initial terms, under a diagonal term order, of products of determinants do not ex-
haust the initial terms of the module generated by these products. For example, let
D = . Under the default diagonal term order of Taylor [19] the Schur module
SD(f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8g) has x1;1x4;1x2;2x3;3x6;3x7;4x5;5x8;5 as a leading term. This is not
realizable as the leading term of [T ] where T is some tableau of D. Hence for this
shape any diagonal term order, , will produce some leading terms that do not arise
as init([T ]).
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Nevertheless, we conjecture that for more general classes of shapes, in particular for
the strictly separated shapes considered by Lakshmibai and Magyar [6,8,9], the set of
words f	−1(initdiag (p)): p 2SD(L)g is closed under dual Knuth equivalence.
Examination of S (Q3) disproves this conjecture for general shapes.
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